
REGULATIONS – BARONIE CUP U13 2024 
 
 

1. The tournament is open for players born a5er 01-01-2011. Each team is allowed to 
bring a maximum of 3 players born between 01-01-2010 – 31-12-2010 to the 
tournament. But only 2 older players are allowed to play at the same Bme; 
 

2. The matches will be played on a full-size arBficial grass pitch; 
 

3. Matches will last 2 x 20 minutes with 5 minutes in between (no half Bme);  
 

4. A team consists of 11 players, including one goalkeeper, plus a number of 
subsBtutes; 

 
5. During the tournament matches will be played according to the usual subsBtute 

rules per game 5 field players or 4 field players and 1 goalkeeper. A subbed player 
can’t return in the same game.  

 
6. The team that is named first in the program will be assigned for kick-off. The second 

team is allowed to choose sides;  
 

7. Matches will be played according to these regulaBons as well as the regulaBons of 
the KNVB (Dutch Football AssociaBon); 

 
8. The games will be led by referees of the KNVB;  

 
9. Each referee will be assisted by two objecBve and experienced assistant-referees; 

Before the start of the tournament each team needs to give a handout menBoning:  
the full name(s), date of birth and shirt number of each player. This informaBon 
won’t be shared with third parBes; 

 
10. Players must wear the same shirt number during the whole tournament; 

 
11. Each team is required to start the game on Bme.  If a team is not present at the 

stated Bme, the opponent will be assigned as  the winner with a score of 3-0;  
 

12. In case of two teams wearing the same kit colours, or kit colours are similar, the 
team that is menBoned in the program as first, need to appear in shirts with a 
different colour. In case of doubt the referee makes the final decision;  
 

13. The tournament starts with 4 groups of 4 teams;  
a. The numbers 1 from each group will play for posiBon 1 to 4; 
b. The numbers 2 from each group will play for posiBon 5 to 8;  
c. The numbers 3 from each group will play for posiBon 9 to 12; 
d. The numbers 4 from each group will play for posiBon 13 to 16; 
 
 



14. The final raking will be determined by: 
a. the amount of match points; 
b. the goal balance; 
c. the mutual result; 
d. the highest amount of scored goals; 
e. penalty kicks. 
 

15. If a semi-final or final match ends in a Be, then each team needs to take 3 penalty 
kicks taken by 3 different players. If, a5er 6 penalty kicks no decision has fallen, 
they should conBnue by other players unBl a decision is reached;  

 
16. Players who received a red card by means of two yellow cards are suspended for 

the next match; 
 

17. Players received a direct red card are suspended for the next match;  
 

18. The matches are centrally iniBated; 
 

19.  Prizes are available for the Most Valuable Player, Top Scorer, Best Goalkeeper and 
Best Coach. 

 
20. By parBcipaBng in the tournament every team subscribes to these regulaBons. Each               

dispute, not explicitly menBoned in these regulaBons, will be sebled by the 
Tournament Commibee. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


